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Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of macroeconomic influences on the New
Zealand economy.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
macro-economic influences on the New
Zealand economy.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of macro-economic
influences on the New Zealand
economy.
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Annotation
This candidate has received M5 for this question because they:
a)

1

M5

b)
c)

shifted and labelled the AD curve correctly on Graph One, (1) and fully
explained how Consumer Spending and Export Receipts would also
increase, linking this to increased economic growth and the model. (2)
(Continued on Page 11)
failed to shift and label the AD curve correctly on Graph Two. (3)
explained how the increased government spending would lead to
improved productivity and an increase in AS and cause economic
growth (4), while including reference to Graph Two. A more detailed
answer would have recognised that the increased government spending
would have initially increased AD and fully explained why this would
have occurred. This would then allow a more relevant comparison
between Policy One and Policy Two.

This candidate has received A3 for this question because they:
a)
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A3

b)

c)

Explained that NZ's entry into further FTA's will lead to increased
exports and export receipts for NZ, improving NZ's Current Account. (1).
A more detailed answer would have explained how the FTAs would
reduce protectionism and make NZ's exports more price competitive
and included correct reference to at least one component of the Current
Account.
Explained that the increase in export receipts would lead to increased
production in NZ and, due to the derived demand for labour, lead to
increased employment in NZ. (2) A better answer would have referred
to a relevant money flow from Model One.
Failed to provide a detailed explanation as to whether the new TAs will
be more effective in helping achieve a balanced current account or full
employment for the NZ economy. (3)

This candidate has received M5 for this question because they:
a)
b)
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M5

c)

Defined Savings and Investment and provided a detailed explanation
linking increasing funds saved and increasing funds available for
investment. (1)
incorrectly identified a position on the business cycle where the NZ
economy would be close to achieving the full employment level of
output, (2) but then explained why this point is close to the full
employment level of output. (3)
shifted and labelled the AD curve correctly in Graph Three so full
employment is reached, (4) and fully explained how an increase in
investment caused this shift. (5) They recognise that the increase in
price level is inflationary but do not explain why and incorrectly state the
investment will be effective in achieving price stability and significant
growth. (6) A more detailed explanation would have linked the price
instability and lack of significant economic growth to the scarcity of
resources.

